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4Faster than a speeding bullet ...
11). Profile of runner Mobin Ghoury
only in Friday’s online edition

Students shock shells for cash
Chinh Vu, a
junior majoring
in chemical
engineering,
keeps close
watch on the
standings of
the Second
Annual
SJSU Egg
Deceleration
competition
held on
Wednesday
in the main
lobby of the
Engineering
building.

Cancer society
tries to stamp
out smoking
BY PATRICIA !BARRA
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Engineers hold annual egg drop contest
BY KELLEY LUGEA
Daily Staff Writer
A crowd of engineering students groaned
eggs splattered on the floor inside the Engineeim.:
building on Wednesday during the annual I:gg
Deceleration Event.
The contest was hosted by magician Thin Nixon
and organized by the packaging engineering program in order to bring awareness to the major.
Seventy-two student -made packages were hurled
out of a rotating contraption onto a mat below,
complete with stuffed chicken.
Ultimately. chemical engineering major Chinh
Vu took home the grand prize of $1010 for having
the best -combined score of speed. v olume and mass
while keeping his egg intact.
"We tested the package in the library parking
lot:’ he said. "We measured it out to make sure the
drop height was 6 meters. the same as today. I can’t
believe we are in first place."
Each package was dropped front the second
level of the engineering building onto the first floor
below. The egg needed to land without any damage
to the shell or any internal fluids escaping.

1 thought about it for a long time but it only
took about four hours to make." said third place
winner Nellie Sugitan. a chemical engineering major. "I put tape around my package to speed it up a
little NC
Sugitan was one of three cash prize winners and
plans to spend her $500 winning paying off bills.
Computer engineering major Deim Mai placed second and was awarded 5750.
Each egg drop contestant was required to turn in
their packages by Monday and folio% an extensive
list of rules. In addition to the requirements. contestants that could apply Federal Express shipping
labels of a spet’ilic size completely and flatly to the
face of their pa, Lige \sould receive bonus points.
After each package was dropped. a Federal Express
judge then gase it a thumbs up or a thumbs dots n
sign. deeming it able to be shipped or not, through
their company ’s standards.
"I could have made mine smaller and a little bit
lighter. but then I read that rule and had to design
my package around the label," Vu said.
Some students were unhapm with which packages were receiving the bonus joints.
"I don’t think the judging silts fair because the

rules say you have to lit the sucker on a flat plate
to get the bonus points," said Juan Higalo. MU, ill
tered the Contest. "They isere giving people bonus
points that didn’t have that. I asked the guy that is as
gis ing nit Ihe pOltlIS and he didn’t even knots the
rules."
.-’.f ter the es ent. a small group 01 dissatisfied
contestants crowded Ow tudges asking loi. an evpla
nation for what they believed were invonsistencies
throughout the det sion making proses.
"I think they should have had a panel of Fedliv
jutlges deciding who gels the bonus points. Hot
one guy." said Carmen Wing. a chemical engineer see EGGS, page 7
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Students passing by the Student
Wedtt’.’sd,iy tad the opportunity to
k "lit the
itreat American Sisitikeont table set up l’s members
of the Peer Health I &cation Piiigrain.
Members gas e out "spilt km to students who
stopped by the table.
Bridget Chen. a peer health eLlti,’:ut r and a graduate student maim ing in microbiology. said. -quit
kits- are goodies that are Illposed to keep peoples
minds off of smoking I hey are suppos:d to keep
their hands and mouths buss
The kits included straw s. cattily. toothim ks.bulb
pops and granola bars so people can chess suutitetiuitu
111,1Cad Or erasing cigarettes_ Rubber bands. linger imps .ind a Rank ’s tube keychain is etc included
to keep the hands buss.
-We thought that smoking is the most sisibie
problem On campus.- ( hen said.
Chen said the grimy ss asti t there to preach to
the students. but insic.id its goal was to 111,01111 the
students 01 the tonsequent.es ot snuiking and gis mg
them into’ mation it the, ss.int ti slop simikiml
610,1 \ inerican
lotlas walks the
sniiiketint Licited Is the \ mem iii ( ’mice! Society.
fhe escnt is held to help get people ss Ito are trying to quit smoking on the path to sin CC‘ss
70 perl01,11112iii tue peel IIC.11111 ClitIL :0111s.
, en( ,ii smoke’s Stun t to quit smoking. hut only about
hie percent its su,Lesslul
up an apStudents intim-rod
)ointment is till die ’student lit:alit) I euuiel .111tI Make
plans to 1011slIlilk tin.!
’Eimer ur sett ,
Ir HattIe schedule a on,
rime dprointinent it X\ I’ll II tie tuteet %stilt a student
.ind help them set up then plan.- said Melinda Chu Yang. the peer health coordinator "This is a free set
s ise that N51’
’Wine st itsfeuits vs ho passed by weren’t only [bete
L.ei mionnation for themselves. hut it their
It stills And ilfled ones.
\iii.uiiul,i Ingtam. ii ’intim majoring in nursmi. said. "I -.Ass the table :Ind I wanted to lind out
rgnli un grabbed a "qua kit" and quitting smoking
Intltri
ih ue
t nation below she left
"I really wanted to help out my friend quit smoking.- Ingram said
Its a great idea i 1uuit k itsi bevaitse it cites people something to liii ,, lii ill1011,111 e, slit s,iutf
im
Rana Ngo_ giatItiate student indwrin!..2 in
vs k. said. "I ss din iuu ,..0110.1 inhumation to share
with other people "
ISgii works is oh fitch school students and she
thought that it oust good lite.’ to gise them the Informal Ion.
said Its the perk,
"I really liked the kits.Ming to distr.’,

Professor tells prehistoric tale of ’Mammoth de Castillo’
BY PATRICIA IBARRA
AND RACHAEL HAMILTON
Daily Staff Writers
Geology professor David Andersen gave a lecture Wednesday evening in the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library discussing "Mammoth de
Castillo," the title given to the mammoth fossils
discovered last summer in San Jose.
Andersen was one of the first scientists on the
scene to examine the fossils.
Andersen lectured to an audience of about
45 people, many of which trickled in as the lecture
progressed. Andersen used a powerpoint presentation to illustrate the excavation process.
On July 9. naturalist Roger Castillo came across
the fossils along the Guadalupe River while out on
a daily walk.
Andersen examined the bones with the head of
the excavation team, paleontologist Mark Goodwin.
assistant director of the University of California
Museum of Paleontology at UC Berkeley.
The fossils they found were later identified to be
a leg bone, a shoulder bone or hip bone, part of the
skull with teeth, and two tusks that were initially
thought to be ribs.
Andersen said the teeth found were molars, and
the teeth helped to determine that it was indeed a
Columbian mammoth.
Goodwin led the excavation team over the course
of several weeks. Trenches were dug around the
bones, which were then covered with plaster.

Once the plaster hardened, the scientists gently
chiseled out the bones using tine brushes to remove
excess sediment.
John Bell. a Sunnyvale resident, said, "He’s
(Castillo) one of the most incredible people I have
met. He’s out there and he really enjoys nature."
Bell brought his daughters to see the mastodon fossils.
The mammoth fossils were not on display because they are in Berkeley. Instead mastodon fossils were on display.
A scientific aspect about the find is that geologists had previously believed that local sediment
was only 50X) years old. too young for the mammoth. who lived until about II AXX) years ago.
Nan Shostak. a graduate student majoring in geology. said. "I was with David at the site lust summer. so I came to help."
Shostak said this was her first time participating
in an excavation, and she "was eager to take advantage of the opportunity."
At the end of the lecture, a commendation from
the office of Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren was presented to Castillo to honor his find.
Along with the commendation, the fossils were
also renamed after Castillo to become "Mammoth
de Castillo."
The bones are public property and are on display at the UC Museum of Paleontology, a designated repository for any fossils found in California.
see MAMMOTH, page 8

PHIL BEDROSSIAN I DAILY STAFF
Audience members listen to a lecture from San Jose State University Professor David Andersen, on the
mammoth bones found in the Guadalupe River in San Jose. The lecture titled "The San Jose Mammoth: A
Tale Of Discoveries" was held in room 225 of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library on Wednesday.
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Is drilling for oil in the Arctic refuge a good
way to achieve energy independence?

Oil drilled_from the Arctic refuge would
allow .the U.S. to sustain itself and keep
out of foreign wars based on oil.

Drilling for oil in the Arctic refuge would
destroy the environment and fail to end
foreign dependence on energy.

NJO

Drilling for oil in the Arctic refuge is a stupid way to try to achieve
energy independence.
I admire the fact that as proud American citizens, we should be using
our own top-of-the line resources. But in cases such as oil drilling, it’s
not that we can’t afford to do it, but we don’t have enough resources to
last.
The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, which was proposed as a source
for of oil by members the U.S. Senate, lies in the northeast corner of
Alaska that spans across 19 million acres and is often recognized as "our
nation’s last great wilderness" according to its Web site.
It is home to many different types of wildlife including 135 bird species, several hundred musk oxen and Porcupine caribou.
Many of these animals will be forced out of their homes because of the
drilling. Native Alaskans. who are very much dependent on the fish and
wildlife as their way of life, will not be able to hunt and gather foods.
Democratic Senator Dianne Feinstein was opposed to drilling in
the refuge according to the Nov. II article,
"Alaska oil drill plan scrapped," from the
Herald Sun based in Victoria. Australia.
"The risks are not worth the benefit of
lowering gasoline prices one cent per gallon
20 years from now," she is quoted as saying
in the article.
According to the Sierra Club. the amount
of economically recoverable oil from the
Arctic Refuge would be about 3.2 billion
PRISCILLA WOO
barrels. Pretty nice figure, if we were just supplying oil for California. But we’re not. We’re
talking about the whole country.
Each day. the United States uses 19.5 million barrels of oil, which is
about 7 billion barrels a year.
Even if we were able to drain out all of the refuge’s oil at once, it still
wouldn’t be enough oil to last for even one year. or even half a year. With
3.2 billion barrels, we can congratulate our country’s decision on ruining the Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to fuel America for less
than a whopping six months.
Plus, there wouldn’t be any effect right away due to the long, complicated process of leasing and infrastructure construction. A report from
the U.S. Department of Energy stated it would take 10 years before a
drop of oil from the refuge could first be produced."
The Energy Information Administration also states that even if the
Arctic refuge oil were at its peak production 20 years from now, it would
only affect the gas prices by one cent per gallon.
The impact on drilling in the refuge would have on foreign dependency is so little that it would not even put a dent on foreign oil independence.
In an interview with National Public Radio, Jerry Taylor of Cato
Institute said "domestic prices rise to the world price."
It doesn’t matter if we consumed every drop of oil in this country and
had not imported from the Persian Gulf, gas prices would still be just as
high today.
So why is President Bush pushing so much for the drilling? It’s not
going to help us very much at all. unless you’re a member of an oil or
drilling company looking for more profits.
Drilling in the Arctic Refuge is just a way to explore more drilling in
other protected lands. It has nothing to do with energy independence.

OK, things aren’t going so well for the United States of America
right now our economy is in the tank, we’re having one natural disaster after another, we’re fighting yet another war in the Middle East
and gas prices are only going up. Is there a solution to any of this turmoil’’ Well. yes. to es erything except the weather.
There is an miss% er. but few are willing to accept it. even though it
drill the
could he a catalyst to a solution, if not the solution itself
Arctic National Wildlife Reserve for its locked -up oil reserves.
According to a report from the U.S. Geological Survey regarding
ANWR oil, the United States imported around 11.8 million barrels a
day last year alone.
This means that we’re dependent on the rest of the world to fuel out
cars, heat our homes and boot up our computers.
What if the nations that constitute the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries sass the WV., we drive and put aside their disputes. saying to each other, "We’ll settle this later, but for now ..."
The II OPEC members would stop
their usual schoolyard bickering, pounce
on us like a pack of starving wolves on a
rolled -over meat truck and charge us over
52 a gallon. Oh. wait a minute, that’s already happened and is still happening.
Where does the ANWR come into
play?
In 1987. the U.S. Department of the
Interior discovered 26 separate locations,
ERIN CABALERRO
k now n as -super giant fields." that contained
at least 500 million barrels of oil and gas.
What does this mean for us? It means that,
cording h he ANWR organization’s Web site, we have 25 percent of
our domestic fuel production is just waiting to be drilled.
I’ll tell you how: We’ll have enough energy to sustain ourselves until the other technologies, such as solar and hydrogen povver. become
practical and reliable enough to be a viable fuel alternative.
We’ll be able to stay out of the Middle East almost entirely. because
we won’t need its oil exports. It ’s no coincidence that Iraq sits on some
of the world’s largest od reser% es and that we’ve fought two wars in
that country in the past 15 .ears
We can’t rely on energy from Saudi Arabia. a nation that supplied us
IS of the 19 hijackers of Sept. II. 200 I.
It is simply not in good taste. I might add, to drop daisy -cutter
bombs on a nation and then proceed to take sonic of their oil, like we’re
doing with Iraq These inconsistencies don’t exactly give us credibility
in the eyes ,if h5v, rah world.
Having a stable, steady supply ot oil W ill keep the economy running.
which in turn will allow us to invest in alternative technologies. When
fuel prices go up, the prices of consumer goods goes up.
Drilling in the ANWR is about as S able an option as we have
can and should conserve as much as possible. but you can’t conserve
what isn’t there.

Illustration by Elizabeth Nguyen
Erin Caballero is a Spartan Dail, senior staff write,

Priscilla Woo is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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"Yes. I think it’s a good
way because gas prices
are ridiculous."

"Yes. We drill
everywhere, so why
not there?"

Mitchell Balli,

Michael Hooper,

Rosie Leung,

junior,
business management

junior,
communications

senior,

"No. It’s a closed-off
and preserved area."

"No. We can use other
resources, like hybrid
technology for cars."

animation

Wincy Chow,

"No. I don’t think it’s
a good way because
there are repercussions
like destroying the
environment."
Tito Salazar,

"No. It would be a
good thing to preserve
the Arctic refuge. We
should find other
energy sources."
Lois Desplat,

junior,
economics

junior,
civil engineering

junior,
software engineering
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Comic strip readership based on nostalgia, not quality
They say the most-read sections of a newspaper
are the classifieds and the comic strips.
To cynics, it’s easy to believe this notion is true
to think most people are stupid and jaded, and that
everyone has been bred to take in only celebrity and
tabloid news.
But what remains certain is that many people’s first
exposure to newspapers comes in the form of word
bubbles and rudimentary sketches of talking animals.
This phenomenon
encouraging children to
read
is great. It is extremely easy to wean off of
Saturday morning cartoons and onto the wonderful
world of newspaper cartoons, especially the Sunday
edition.
When! was a child, the Sunday color comics %%en:
part of a religious routine that included watching
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" and playing "Sonic
the Hedgehog 2." I would eventually integrate the
weekday black and white comics into my daily reads
as well. However, it wasn’t until more than a decade
later that I really analyzed why we have all been reading these pieces that run every day of our lives.
Being a child of the Bay Area, my primary source
of print news has been the San Jose Mercury News,

The Mercury News’ comic section has evolved over
the years, for instance dropping "Marmaduke" and
"Hagar the Horrible" and adding "Rhymes with
Orange- and "The Duplex."
Now with the proliferation of the
Internet, print news doesn’t have to be the
sole source of comics, but it usually is. But
no matter how the section changes, no matter how long each strip runs, no matter how
many times "Rex Morgan. M.D." wastes
valuable newspaper real estate, one thing
will always stay constant almost none
of the strips are funny.
OK. that’s not completely true, some of
KEVIN
the strips are funny. But they’re not -Ha
ha" funny, more like "Heft" funny. The funnier ones might even elicit grins sometimes, hut never
a hearty belly laugh. Strips today remain dull, bland
and are rarely insightful. Things didn’t get any better
when the cartoonist of possibly the best strip in the
history of comics. Bill Watterson. retired "Calvin and
Hobbes" in 1995.
The reason 1 still read the comics page today is
almost purely nostalgia. That. :ind in the hack of
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my mind, there is an inkling of hope that one day
I will open the comic section and laugh and laugh
and laugh. I’ll laugh for hours, for days. I’ll laugh
so long that when I’m done laughing. the
Tommie Smith and John Carlos statues w ill
be finished and the campus clocks will read
the correct time of day. But no, the statues
remain under construction, the clock in the
room is an hour and forty minutes fast and
comic strips still aren’t funny.
Let’s take an example
"Mallard
Fillmore." In the strip, a right-wing duck
spouts rants about the Democratic party
and other aspects of life. That’s it. Often the
YUEN
whole strip is full of narrative and the only
thing keeping it in the comic strip section and
not some throwaway blog entry is that a duck is saying these things.
And it doesn’t stop there. As much as! want to like
the edgy strip "The Boondocks." it also rarely brings
a smile to my face. Yeah, it makes fun of Puff Daddy,
Hurricane Katrina and urban youth, but it does so in a
manner that asks. "Hey, isn’t this crazy?" The answer
is usually no.

Keun Men is the Spartan Daily A&E editor.
"STSt1’k- runs ii err other Thursday.

Check out the Spartan Daily online. Visit us at
www.thespartandaily.com for special features.
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Other strips that suck are "Family Circus,"
"Cathy." "Dennis the Menace" and "Garfield." But
you already knew that.
A while ago. the Los Angeles Times stopped carrying "Garfield:’ the w idest distributed strip in syndication. This move was both lauded and attacked by
Times readers. OK, so I used to read those long books
that collected "Garfield" strips when I was a kid, but
how many times can a cat eat lasagna or kick a dog
off a table?
But if the supposed "standard" of comic strips is
being raised by newspapers such as the L.A. Times,
then 11 ily don’t they cancel the rest of the crappy ones
too
Let "Garfield" run w ild. Why not? The only people
who read those things are kids and people who wish
they w ere still kids anyway.
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Alpha Omicron Pi
The annual philanthropic event
"Mr. Fraternity" will be held at
6 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. For more
information, contact Jayme Beach
at (619) 244-1475.
Marketing Association
Mock interviews will be held
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room of the Student
Union. For more information.
contact Elissa Cheung at
582-4063.
Listening Hour Concert Series
There will be a vocal recital by
the students of Eric Mills from
12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the
Music building Concert Hall. hit
more information. contact Joan
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The Fall Season is here and so is the
beginning of the "Busy Season." If we can
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There will he a general process
group from 330 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in room 201 of the
Administration building. For
more information. contact Ellen
Lin or Rachel Kitazono at
924-5910.
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There w ill he a Bible study at
7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room
of the Student Union. For more
information. contact Diane Kim at
499-7153.
SAC’ C’atholie Campus
Mass will be held at 12:In p.m.
in the S.tSI’ Catholic Campus
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’Goblet of Fire’ renews Harry Potter phenomenon
Soundtrack to film just as
vivid as Rowling’s words

BY LYDIA SARRAILLE
Daily Staff Write;
"Harry Potter and the Goblet
of Fire," the fourth film in the
Potter senes, opens in r pica] fashion with evil lurking lust beyond
Harry’s reach and the menace of
You -Know-Who hanging over
Hogwarts, the school of magic
Harry and his friends attend.
For those not familiar w It Il the
books or tnovies. "Goblet of Fire"
isn’t a great place to start. since

BY PRISCILLA WOO
iff
D
Just as author J.K. Rowling us
a great storyteller with her words.
Patrick Doyle. a film composer.
is a fabulous storyteller with his
music from "Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack."
Ever seen a movie about a
book that kl it, just how you expected it to be, but better’? Well

MOVIEREVIEW
without the context of the previous stories, it won’t make much
sense.
For those who have clung to
every word of J.K Rowling’s intricately plotted novels. however. the
film is practically mandatory- sewing and very satisl y mg indeed.
"Goblet of Fire - is expertly directed by British filmmaker Mike
Newell, whose credits include
"Four Weddings and a Funeral"
and "Pushing Tin."
The film is stylistically most
similar to "Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban." the third
film in the Potter series, directed
by Alfonso Cuaron.
between
similarities
The
"Goblet of Fire" and "Azkaban"
include the dark, almost gothic
scenery and subtle transformation
of the school children of Hogwans
from rosy -checked and cherubic to
sneaky, moody and defiant.
Certain artistic licenses were
taken when the book was translated to film, but by and large. Potterphiles vs ill tind that the main story
line remains intact.
Many side plots such as overly
academic Hermione’s plan to sass:
House Elves and much of the sinister machinations of Rita Skeeter.
the sensationalist reporter. \sere
cut from the film, presumably tor
time constraints.
Even so. the I57-minute film

MUSICREVIEW

PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS

Harry Potter and his friends are 14 -year-olds in ’Goblet of Fire,’ but the actors are all 16.
is bursting at the seams vs ith the
intricate details of Ross ling’s
752 -page novel.
The main plot - the Tri-Wi/xil
Tournament and the rise oi I
Mildemon
are perfectly in
tact w ah re,ognitahle sections of
dialogue taken straight from the
boiL
The story begins with a much
shorter version (it the Qufildich
World Cup trinn that of the book
and most!, into the In -Wizard
Tournament in which Harry must
compete :igainst three other students ot ’nag is: from the participating vs i/aid schools.
The young actors ssho portray
Harry and his pals are growing up
Lister than they can film the Potter
series these days, and production
of the remaining films has been extended Its I 8 months rather than the
12 allotted to the first four despite
criticism from those isho believe

Chinese Cuisinc
FOOD TO G()
111,441111101
1 atidl 410,41

%Lre /Mall

I ,,,,, ic

121,141/4.1
Ionr1

Sin 01,1.,1

We accept: VISA MC AMEX

VIRMG-a
294-3303 or 998-9427

DIS

131 E. Jackson Street
ft Blocks North of Santa (tar.,
Between 3rd and 4th Street

tIre kids ss ill soon be too old to hehes c is ounger characters.
1)amel Radcliffe. Emma Watson
Riipert Grim play Harry
Ilermione Granger and kilt
Acy respectively and dies all
manage in "Goblet" 10 belies ahly
portray the pain of being 14 and in
lose despite all being 16 sear-olds.
Presumably. they has’ at least a
faint recollection of their oss n experiences at that age.
The age issue has caused some
spec niation over whether the trio
will continue to play Potter and
Iris friends in the remaining three
films.
11011ehlily. they \Y III remain
simie after tour mos les they so embody the characters that to change
nos% would certainly degrade the
next iruns.
In "Goblet of Fire." e% ems Like
a turn o en more males olcnt than
the plots 01 the first thi,,’;’ ruins me’
.ind set the stage foi the es ems Mat
III
in the dark plothnes
iii the filth and so.th books.
lire tragic demise in "Goblet"
ii one chart. kit is as shocking in
Min as it is on paper. and it he tries immediately appaient %shy
this movie is the first of the series
to have a lk 1 r,aing
Ralph
as
Lord
I ’critics
oldemort is magnincent in his
malevolent rise to ()inset. a peretr lit tor the man wIttr portrayed
thc crial killer in "Red Dragon us ith similar unsettling violence.
The moments of humor are
\sell carried off by the cast. The
part vs here school bully: Draw
Malloy . played by Tom Felton,
is transit’, ,i2ritneil
.1 ferret is

indisputably one of the best.
There was a slight problem
ss Oh the timing of the humor
certain moments were lost
because they were covered by
laughter.
Additionally. one loose end
iv as let t untied. as it was never
explained las it is in the book)
why no one ever noticed that
Harty Crouch ii.. played by
David Tennant. \%;111.1 111 the
magical jail Azkaban like he w is
supposed to be.
That being staid, the film ssas
other \\ Ise llass less Certain sacrifices ot plot \s ere made in the
interest of time, but that is to he
expected when the 1-.1%% material
for the mov re is :is lengthy and
mrs arms cd as Row ling’s book is.
Scenes sun_ it as Harry’s battle
against a fierce dragon and the
widen% titer scene in the Black
.ake Were gorgeous examples of
the expert use of computer graphic images that make the magic of
Potter’s world come alive.
Costumes and makeup must be
applauded, since the snake like
face of You-Know -Who k :is finally revealed to Pinter fans in the
final scenes of the film. Eiennes’
distinct nose was transformed
into mu reptilian slits and along
vs nit his swirling black cloak and
spidery hands the effect was gloriously shiver inducing.
The film is by no means a
direct translation of the book none of the films have matched
the actual experience of reading
the novels - but as a isual companion to the books. -Goblet of
Fire" does the lob HAI

Skate
1. Under
r

the
’

Tonik. Cover your A-Z:

Iv betthis soundtravis vv as iii?
ter than w fiat One could h. ,ped fnrr
11 brought the story (it Harry
Potter’s magical adventures to
life
les. it was better than Disney
soundtracks. We’re talking about
fast -paced heartbeats and flying brooms zooming across the
sky. Pulsating violins and drums
get louder and faster in "The
Quidditch World Cup." the sound
track to a game where w izards
and w itches attempt tin scirre
goals with magical halls and fly
around on broomsticks in an open
arena.
The album includes 24 tracks
total - the first 21 tracks are composed by- Dos Ie. \s hose imajor
work includes music trom the
films "Bridget Jones’s I hary."
"Sense and Sensibility
and
"Hamlet."
"The best track. "Harry in
Winter." ponrays the feeling of
the coming w inter that is both
very romantic and exciting at the
same time. It’s slower and a ten_i
strings of the song are repeated in
a few other tracks. maintaining the
overall theme ot is inter season.
When listening to this Ha( k.
don’t he afraid if images of is inter wonderland come into the
mind, watching snow flakes fall.
hiss less ly ice skating on a crystal
Irk;’ and slis, is ering the feeling
(if uteri’ ,Listless dlid illy holding
hands w it hi that liccial siimeonc

for the first time.
flows
together
Everything
so smoothly. Everything is as it
sib nil Id he, but the hest thing about
ills that it’s so unpredictable.
The track titled "Wideman."
named after Harry Potter’s nemesis, fear and chills immediately
creep up the spine.
Doyle does a great job of varying the intensity, lowering the
sound and then all of a sudden
jumping out at you w ith music that
seems to come from nowhere in
particular.
What I liked about this track
was that at the end of the musical piece the sounds sit’ "Harry in
Winter" reprises and wraps up the
song. ending the evil. It gives a
sense of hope that perhaps whatever bad things happened during
the song it was overcome by something good.
The last three tracks are actual
songs featuring recording artist
Jarvis Cocker, Track 22. titled "Do
the Hippogriff." has a modem rock
’n’ roll upbeat swing that makes
you want to tap your feet to the
beat. It starts w ith one great attention -getter
a loud scream that
erupts and the piercing of an electric guitar that rings in your ears.
Cocker recites fun and silly lyrics such as "Spin around like a crazy elf dancing by himself /Boogie
down like a unicorn Don t stop
until the break of dim n Put y Mir
hands up in the air like an ogre just
don’t care."
The last sone on the album,
"Magic Works." is one of those
slow songs you hear at the last
dance of your senior prom. -This
is your final chance to inn,,! the one
you love / you know you’ve waited
long enough." A tine ending to a
great soundtra, k .
Magic is in the air [Ills %X Inter
in "Harry Pooei .111d the Goblet
nit’ Fire Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack
Ildrrv Porter tans
\kill tletitutelv love to tind this album in then Christmas stocking
this sear.

’Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire’
Film

Soundtrack

Rated PU-13
Runtime. 157 minutes
Starring: Eric Sykes,Timothy
Spall, Daniel Radcliffe, Emma
Watson. Rupert Gnnt
Directed by Mike Newell
Written by Steven Kloves. J.K.
Rowling
Studio: Warner Bros.
Web site: harrypotterwarnei’)cos.com

racks. 44
Available now on Warner BrcY.
Records
Score music and album produi
by Patnck Doyle and Maggie
Rodford
Soundtrack also features three
original songs performed by
Jarvis Cocker, Jonny Greenwoo,!
Phil Seeway, Steve Mackey, JasorBuckle and Steve Claydon
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Brazilian music, culture
featured in documentary
BY FARIDEH DADA
Daily Staff Writer
Music forms it Lis IA pan of
Brazilian identity. said Michael
Conniff. director of global studies, referring to "Tudo Atur a
U.S.-Mexico-Brazil feature documentary film to be screened at 6
p.m. today at Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library rooms 255257.
"Music makes Brazilians’ hies
meaningful." Conniff said. "Music
is the culture of poor people in
Brazil."
The 80-minute "Tudo Azul.- directed by Jesse Acevedo, is an exploration of Afro-Brazilian music.
It uncovers the history of struggle.
sorrow and political dissent, and it
is a very rich cultural experience.
Conniff said.
The tirst pan of the film, Conniff
said. talks about racial discrimination. the traditions of Africa, various musical instruments that Ciime
from Afrie.i along with beautiful clips from Carnival scenes iii
Salvador, former capital of Brazil
in the colonial times.
The second part of the film
moves front Salvador down to Rio
de Janeiro, another former capital
of Brazil. Conniff said.
rhis part looks at the eiolution
of the music front the northeast 01
Brazil, Salvador. and the way it
transformed into Samba. the most
distinctive form of Brazilian finish:, music of (’arm al.,- he said
Conniff said in die film. in
Portuguese stilt English subtitles.
Aces edo conducts
inter% less s
si ith a large number of Miffs,.
people si ho have taken pan in the
Carnival. the very famous annual
celebration in Brazil.
"Carnival is a spectacular
event.- Conniff said. "It is a 4 to
5 day.s of nonstop party mg. It is a
phenomenal eient
The final scenes. Conniff said.
take place in a huge outdoor dance
area called Sambodromo, a mile long runway with spectators standing down each side watching the
Carnival parades.
Conniff encouraged .Americans
to watch the movie and said.
"Americans tend to separate music lhe
,Tment
111cii liie Ii is not pan of their
souls. He said that for Brazilians, music is the inseparable pan of their
identity.
-Especially for poor people.
music in Brazil is a way to claim
sometime i.1 their own. This is
their music. this is their Carnival
and it is the time that they can be
proud,- Conniff said.
As part of their assignments.
SJSU student, siho are taking
Brazilian History is ill attend the
eient tonight. and they are going
to do a special protect and write a
report on the film. Conniff said.
These types of programs.
Conniff said, help students break
out of the television syndrome and
see quality cinema from other parts
of the world.
After watching the 2004 production. Conniff said, one can
The World Famous

11041PUCV

Comedy Club& Restaurant

find another distinction between
American lifestyle and Brazilian
lifestyle.
"There is a more communal
life in Brazil," Conniff said
"People live together in slumi is.
and by necessity, they know ine
another, they see one anodic’ all
the time, they live really kind of
crammed in these shanty tins is
whereas American life tends to
be very separated in condominiums or suburban homes or apartments."
Brazilians are also much more
accepting of different forms of
sexuality. whereas Americans
tend to he iffy prudish or puritanical. Connin
"Brazilians ale much more
comfortable is ith their sexuality.Conniff said. "There is a little hit
of nakedness and nudity. fantastic
dancing and truns’, est ne performer, in tlw film. Patricia Carpi Aguilar. who
is earning teaching credentials to
teach Spanish, said she is definitely planning to attend the event.
"I see it as an opportunity
iii c’ffinco "1111 the
Portra‘ 015
:ind stones outside id my d.H.
.Aginlar said.
She said these tt pes of festivals it
nett perspectite on
the mot le it
experience
thet allot). students to hat e
al., CS, ill a is iii Ids ten quite (lir
terent front then ott n and the
artistic expressions demonstrate
true talent that is not reduced to
the bloi Ouster model.
" ludo Vial- is one of the
-; tilms 01 the 911.1 International
1..111114. Film lest is al, scheduled tor screening today at
King Library as part of the
Intern:mm:11 Education week at
San Jose State [’Ins eisity.
the testis al runs Not. 4 to
Not 20 ni eight c tiles around the
San lr.incmsci, Bay .-S tea
lihns at the testi al are
it ianous types such a, feature,
documentary. narrative and short
immune and are front 20 countries including Ecuador. Costa
Rica. Perti, Canada. Guatemala.
Germany.
Venezuela.
(’tide.
C’uba. Italy. Colombia. Honduras
and Nicaragua.
Natasha Greenhouse. a stu
dent majoring in global studies.
said it is important to raise public
consciousness ssith regard to societies other than America.
"The testis at is a good is at 1,1
educate people about education
and culture.- Greenhouse said
"Showing lilins is a good ’sit to
provide entertainment and slit ’s
hal IS of elnleern oi
III
another society."
Greenhouse, who said she is
interested in learning about Latin
America. said such etents expand aw:ireness of the is odd and
of dii ferent societies and their
points.
different
"The film testis :al is a good
way to go beyond stereotypes."
Greenhouse said. "1 ’sually si ith
Latin America. the media portrays illegal immigration, drug
wars, and corruption, with occasionally salsa and dancing."

Now Open in
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
at the Historical Jose Theatre

JEFF GARCIA

November 17 - 20

"Jimmy Neutron"
"Loco Comedy Jam"
"Funny is Funny"
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’Walk the Line’
Rated. PG- 13
Runtime: 136 minutes
Staffing Joaquin
Phoenix, Reese
Witherspoon, Ginnifer
Goodwin
Directed by James
Mangold
Written by Gill Dennis,
James Mangold
’itudio:Twentie.
entury Fox

PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
Joaquin Phoenix, who plays Johnny Cash, and Reese Witherspoon, who plays June Carter, sang all the
performances in ’Walk the Line.’

’Walk the Line’ well worth the cash
BY JOE SHREVE

55 hik ii Is iii In Most Original piece oh seri:cm:ming ever
Iiade. "Walk the Line.- director
James Niangold’s film of the car years of eounlii MUNK legend
pho
Johnny Cad.

Mail, REVIEW
to be a ter\ re*,
1,55 n right

ills

the Will dipllis Cash %,
(Joaquin flux:nit ) earl tears.
from his childhood on a lam
in Arkansas to Ins earl) tcc ordmg successes in the I 9:slis to Ins
struggles mai addiction in the
61
Caslfs relationship is miii
Ins future wife. /atm c)
try legend June Carter I Reese
Witherspoon). is the Itackdwp
tor the entire lihn.
The film starts out a bit slow ly. focusing
Cash’s childhood
and the death oh Ills older brother
at the hands of a table saw and
his relationship vi Mt his father
i Robert Panick i Ii is a hit hard
to tollent it you are tt Munn pre,:

1111

knots ledge of Cash’s life. But once
the music hegins. the plot quit kens
to the heat
Ulm: Gash’s musical s’ateei
picks up steam in the mid Si Is.se
see Ins
rising as he perloi ins
tt Mt and tours alongside such
familiar names ;is Eli is Pres],
Ti her II lit mi Jerry Lee Lew is
Waylon Pay tie ) and Roy C)rbison
lotinatlian Ricci. It is during this
time tt hen Cash has his hilarious
first en, Iimmitiem us ith June
I ale’. the e Longish’’, us ith
C.ii IF Iciils into a II tendon’)
and In es eniu.utl toll5111.
Ilet Iti
loin his act. adding strain Iti LAI
111arri.b_7e lo !hell- is Ile \ 111,111 ( .1,11
it ;11111110’ (1thnl1,110.

touring together that
see ( ash’s :4111,
tlepelltlell
:11111111elailliii,
cilutiilig to a head in a dIsastio,is
pertoriliansv ill Las Vegas
from there. Gash continues to
spiral downii ant. losing ,.’ivian
and his daughters until lie hits
rock bottom. Finally. it is Jane
and her family who come to his
rescue and help hiln get dean and
become the "Man in Black. 1 he performances are really
hi is 11111Ie

JUIIC

the dm ing force behind this moi
ie. rile ,eript is sumo% hat formu
1:nc, hut the film rides high on the
talents of the actors. particularly.
Phoemi and Witherspoon.
lieeause securing the rights to
the tilm took the producers lour
Cal 5 and the actual production
took another four, the real -life
Johnnt Cash and June Cartel Gash
selested
Witherspoon
persOnall TO play them m the
moi le before their deaths in 2003.
Both Plutons and Witherspoon
sang Cash’s and Cartel ’s songs
themselt es. Phoenit tinderttent
tocal training to leplit’ale Cash’s
signature hantone ;ind leatned
play the ,111,11. 110111 CliliCh. rl)
piahits I tiler. Witherspoon had

I.. team to play the autoharp.
All that practice seemed to
have paid off bec.iuse Phoenix’s
performances lit C.1,11 s songs is
quite pilISSibl S Ilk. lilt ot accurate
since Val Kilmer mimicked .60s
rock legend lint Slorrison’s weals
In Ohs et Stone I IN I lilin "The
1)ttors ’
The bottom line is. is bile the
script inay be like other biographic
pieces out there, the stellar performances of the actors more than
make up for it to bring a very good
movie. Whether you’re a Johnny
Cash fan or not, this movie is one
ot the better to come around recently.
Not a "must -see" but a "probabli should see

betlIlls to

"SARAH SILVERMAN IS
THE MOST OUTRAGEOUSLY
FUNNY WOMAN ALIVE:’
Peter ltavets, ROLIINt, STONE

"GOD BLESS HER.

SILVERMAN FEARLESSLY AND
HILARIOUSLY TAKES ON
CULTURAL TABOOS!’

AN IRAN( I Si(
tilt It Si I I 1 1

’MPFION)
s

Simla Plum TIE NEW YOU TIMES

Students
Save 50%
on Symphony
Tickets!

PROFANE AND PROFOUND.
THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE OF THE YEAR!’
Chas Hewitt, ST PAR PIONEER PRESS

"FOR ANYONE WHO FOUND
HER ’ARISTOCRATS’
APPEARANCE SHOCKING,

Subscriber Benefits
Unlimited Ticket Exchange
Ticket Exchange by Phone
Create-Your-Own Series

YOU AINT SEEN
NOTHING YET."

Season Highlights
MU conducts Stravinsky s
Oedipus Rex in a semi-staged production

"SIMPLY BRILLIANT!

Violinist Sarah Chang plays Sibelius

INGENIOUS WORK BY
A MELON( SUL"

David Robertson conducts Carmine burana
Pianist

Lang

DON McMILLAN

November 25 - 27

SiliAH SILVERMAN:

The Techie Comic"
"The Tonight Show

HMIS IS MAGIC

CAROLINE
RHEA

December 1 - 4

from "Sabrina Teenage Witch"
"Late Night w/Conan O’Brien"
"The Biggest Loser"
lAllf1FAIN 62 S 2nd Street, Downtown San Jose
(408)280-7475 www.improv.com
Comedy Club & Restaurant
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Enter 11689
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I EXCLUSIVE
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Spartans hope to end season on strong note
SJSU coach Dick Tomey notes similarities between New Mexico State, SJSU
of accomplishment and a feeling
that they had an impact in bringing
change to this program."
SJSU brings an eight -game
losing streak into Saturday, and
has lost its last 15 games against
Division I -A competition its one
win this season was a 35-24 victory over I -AA Eastern Washington
University.
The Spartans have also lost their
last 12 WAC contests.
Despite all that, senior linebacker Ezekiel Staples is confident
that the team is improving and said
it’s only a matter of time before the
wins start rolling in.
"We’re going to start it by tour
play) in the next two games."
Staples said." ’Defending our honor’ is how coach Tomey put it."
Aggies’ senior linebacker John
Howell said during NMSU’s weekly press conference that the team is
looking at the game the same way
as SJSU.
"We need to go tu San Jose State
and get a victory." Howell said.
"End the season on a positive note
for seniors like myself and Jimmy
(Cottrell). For the younger guys,
give them something to build on
for next season."

BY JIMMY DURKIN
Daily Staff Write
With a winning ,eastai already
well out of reach. Spartan football
coach Dick Tomey said he hopes
his team can finish the season
strong and with a sense of pride.

;;

FOOTBALL

Overall record WAC record
0-6
1-8
Next home game
Saturday vs. New Mexico State
San Jose State University is
tied for last place in the Western
Athletic Conference with a conference record of 0-6 and an overall
record of I-8, but faces a team in a
similar situation Saturday when it
plays New Mexico State University
at 3 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
The Aggies are tied with the
Spartans at 0-6 in the WAC and
have a 0-10 record overall this
season. They bring an I I -game losing streak dating back to last season and are under the guidance of
Hal Mumme, who has 15 years of
NCAA head coaching experience
but is in his first year at NMSU.
"To finish the year on a high
note is something that I would
treasure for our players. and our
coaches and staff." said Tomey, a
25 -year veteran coach in his first
season with SJSU. "It’s important
to me to give these seniors a feeling

Looking in the mirrior
’Raney and Mumme agreed that
both their teams are a lot like each
other and are both hopeful to climb
out of the conference basement
with a win.

"( SJSU has a) new system, new
staff and they are struggling like
we are." Mumme said. "I imagine
their frustration level is just as high
as MIS:.
NMSU and SJSU both rank near
the bottom of the WAC in most statistical categories.
The Aggies are last in the conference in scoring defense, allowing 40.7 points per game, while the
Spartans are next to last, surrendering 36.6.
NMSU is also last in the WAC
in scoring offense, rushing defense,
total defense, punt return average,
passing efficiency and turnover
margin, where it is last in the nation at minus-19.
"Both teams desperately want
to win," Tomey added. "But your
football instincts take over and
you make plays or you don’t make
plays. We’re very similar teams,
and if they had our turnover margin, they’d have won five games."
What to watch
SJSU’s running game keeps getting better as the season has progressed. The Spartans have moved
up to fifth in the conference in rushing with 125.4 yards per game.
Sophomore
tailback Yonus
Davis has been the biggest reason
for the turnaround. He’s averaging 96 yards per game over the
last three contests after averaging
29.6 per game over the first five.
Sophomore fullback James T.

Callier is among those that take
pride in the improvements.
"The running game’s been real
consistent for the last couple of
weeks," Caller said. "We’ve been
consistent. We’re just trying to
keep that (up) and do better."
SJSU will have to contend with
NMSU’s Cottrell, a senior linebacker, who leads the nation sith
121 tackles.
"I’ve just been trying to play
hard all year long and make plays
and tackles," Cottrell said. "It is
funny that a lot of the guys I’m
competing with for that top spot
are guys I have watched for several
years."
Matt
teammate
Cottrell’s
Griebel, a senior defensive back,
ranks sixth in the nation with
126 tackles.
Given that. Tomey said his team
would definitely not be looking
past the Aggies.
"It’s tough to beat anybody
and we can’t overlook anybody."
Tomey said.
He added that he’d like to see
the fans at Spartan Stadium give
the team plenty of support.
"I want to encourage our fans
that have been so great at our other
home games to come out to these
next two games at home," Tome)
said. "The local fan support has
been very important to us. The
Spartans have played their best
games at home and we’d like to
be able to do that in our final two
games."
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Houston
strong pick
for Quakes’
new home
(AP)
HOUSTON
Houston is the front-runner to
land Major League Soccer’s
San Jose Earthquakes if the
franchise’s owners decide to
move it.
’’This is the market they’ve
got their sights set on," commissioner Don Garber said
Wednesday before Mexico
played a Bulgarian split
squad in an exhibition game.
MLS said this week it had
granted permission to the
Earthquakes’ owners the
Entertainment
Anschutz
Group to relocate the team
by next season. Garber said
AEG had 30 days to make a
decision.
Garber said even if
the Earthquakes stay in
California, the MLS will
find a way to bring a club to
Houston.
"We will have a team in
Houston in due time," he
said. "The question is whether we have one as early as
2006 as part of a move, or as
an expansion team. We’ll get
a team here, there’s no doubt
in our mind."

NOVEMBER 17, 2005

Correction:
The photo that ran with the
women’s basketball notebook
Wednesday was mistakenly
credited. The photographer was
actually Danielle Stolman. Its
Spartan Daily policy to correct
all errors.
E.L.
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Festival 2005
Sunday, November 20, 2005
SAN JOSE JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL

SPAETAN Happy Hour

Purchase Student tickets
online at www.sjjff.org
or call 925-866-9599
or purchase at the door

Tuesday- Friday 4-7 pox

10:

" for SJSU
students

"Do Interfaith Marriages Work?"
"Mixed Blessings"
Sunday. November 20 at 1:00 PM
The Imaginary Witness
Hollywood and the Holocaust
Journey 01 Spirit

Sun Nov 20
Sun Nov 20

3:00 pm
530 pm
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Love at First Bite]
-Wow! The best sandwich I ever had!"

There’s a
Lee’s Sandwiches
Near You!

*St
011

NOW OPEN
war New San Jose City Hall

260 E. Santa Clara St.
@ 6th St. San Jose (408) 286-8808
Lee’s has more than
30 sandwiches to
choose from, Plus
lots of other
specialty items

Always fresh,
With flavor
combinations
that are really
differer7t,

%Off
TOTAl MOO PURCHASE

Lod 10 orders or sandmches
Not raid wrth other spectals or discounts
Photocopies not accepted
Vs id @260 E. Santa Clara Street.
Expires Soo&

11111111111111111111 I

844,
ewe
thyrersey

III

I I

Open Daily 6am - 9pm
2471 Berryessa Rd it Capdol Ave
20363 Stevens Creek Blvd 4
San Jose (408)926-9888
De Ana Blvd
Cuptrtino 1408) 446-5030
2307 McKee Rd 4 N Jackson Ave
San Jose (408)258-1155
990 Story Rd 4 Clemente Ave.
San Jose *14081 295.3402
4060 Maniere), Rd tt Senter Rd
San Jose 408) 281-9060
279W C,alaveras Blvd 4 Sena Way
h. (408) 263-1688
2525 S King Rd 4 Bordette Dr
San Jose .1408) 274-1596
939W Cl Cammo Real. Ste 108
3276 S White Rd. 4 Aborn Rd.
4 Man, St
San Jose ,4081 274-8166
Sunnwale .1408) 774.0595
Call location tot dates and hours of Service

LEES SANDWICHES
Cill

30 locations to serve you

111

1-800-640-8880 or visa our website4 www.leesandwiches.com
tor a location nearest you.

at mcbditg VeSpa scooters ?re tun, stylish,
and environmentally friendly see tnem in pr son at
your local dealer
Vespa San Jose
1886 W. Sao Carlos St.
San Jose, CA 95128
408.295.0205
www.elveseceont

Give tile gift

tfr^ A-4146441 4

OPMEIGIO 2005 PiAGGIENI AND WARM" ADE US. AND *CAI ownr REGISTERED TRADEMARKS or THE P,A(Ifur sefstlr. II;OMPAY,FS OBEY
LOCAL TRAFFIC SAFETY LAWS AND ALWAYS WEAR A NIL MET. APPROPRIATE EYELVEAR AND PROPER AI:AMIE,

THURSDAY

NEWS

NOVEMBER 17, 2005
Dave
Freeman
cleans up a
broken egg

after a failed
attempt
during the
annual
SJSU Egg
Deceleration
Event held
in the main
lobby of the
Engineering
building on
Wednesday.

DANIEL SATO / DAILY STAFF

EGGS - Judges will review entries’ scores
continued from page 1
ing major. "The people judging weren’t
even sure what the rules were."
Wong felt her package should have received bonus points and passed the criteria
for shipment.
Although neither Wong nor Dig,alo went
home with the cash prize on Wednesday,
the faculty adviser of the packaging engineering program. Herbert Schueneman.
said he would look over all the scores and
make sure they were calculated fairly.
"We are going to go through all the
packages again and use a more conservative interpretation of liii sl/C the area

for the label should have been. using the
exact dimensions given," he said. "If anyone winds up with is score that is above the
scores that actually won, we will award a
duplicate prize."
After more than an hour of oozing egg filled packages and splattered hopes of
winning big money, the egg drop concluded with the winners receiving their cash
and the losers eating a catered lunch.
"The only goal of the event was to
raise awareness of the packaging engineering program and I think that was accomplished." said (’u sco Systems sponsor
Pat Loi, ".\ nd as a bonus, we had some
fun."

www.thespartandaily.com

C LAS

Governor visits second city in
trip pushing California products
SHANGHAI. China (API
Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger was set for a
Thursday
that included
packed schedule
a tour of a steel plant with wastewater
pumps made in California and a stroll
down the red carpet at the Shanghai premiere of "Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire."
Shanghai is the second city on
Schwarzenegger’s six-day trade mission
promoting California products and business
opportunities. He travels to Hong Kong
later in the week.
departing
Before
Beijing,
Schwarzenegger and his wife. Maria
Shrivel; headlined a crowded "California
Grown" event that featured food. Napa
Valley wines and a fashion show featuring
the couture of several California-based designers.
"We’ve had a spectacular trip so far,"
Schwarzenegger told several hundred
guests who crowded a Beijing ballroom to
sample the products and catch a glimpse of
the celebrity governor.
Shriver appeared in a long, black and
white lace dress that had been selected and
designed for her by Los Angeles. based designer Kevan Hall.
"This is a woman who has fabulous
taste," Hall gushed to reporters before
the show. "She’s a young, modern Jackie
0."

SIFIEDS

The SPARTAN DAILY
rnakes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is were any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business. Perfect for students
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required 408 292-7876
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Secunty Officers. PT/FT Flexible
Grave Bonus Commute up to 25 miles. (408) 247-4827
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools in Milpitas/
Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp.
Need car Send resume/cover letter to hr@ginscoutsofscc org
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools
Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching exp. Need car VM
408-287-4170 ext 408 EOE/AAE
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS, Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic indivtduals to work at nearby malls
private events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will work around
your school schedule. Must have clean DMV Lots of fun & earn
good money Call 408 867-7275
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS TART-TIME OPENINGS
115.00 BASE-appt.
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings
available for customer sales/service
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
’HIGH STARTING PAY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’internships possible
’All majors may apply
’Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided
Earn income & gain expenence! Watch for us on-campus
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
WVAN workforstu dents corn/ sj su

Bonus Flexible Hours Full Training Start NOW! Call (408)
313-3354

RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elam Sch. Age
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs. M-F AM/PM shifts
avail T & Th PM shifts avail. $7.83-$11.32/hr to start, depending
on exp. No ECE credits required. Kathy@408 354-8700 X245
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14.50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So. Bay 650-777-7090 No Bay
mtvw funstudentwork.com
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK oil teens w/ developmental
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose PT. weekdays.
2p-6p. Flexible scheduling. Must have completed 6 ECE units
$10/ hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education Questions? Call Lesle. 510 835-2131 X104. Send
resume to jobs@esba.org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mall 180
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland. CA 94612. EOE
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Drivers. Must have
clean background. Clean driving record. Pass DOT physical
exam. Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit 21 years
of age. Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want
The benefits you need. For more Information call (408) 436-7717
TEACHER (ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY! !filmed PIT. FIT pos.
Minimum 6 ECE units req’d. Must be able to commute. F/P must
be clear. (408)287-3222

SERVICES

2/id apartment with walk in closets. Great for students’
roommates,* Great Floor Plan! Washer & Dryers on premise
Parking available Only $1.050/ mo. may work with you on the
depositi! 14081378-1409

248-7433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K -8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare, PT, in the afternoon No ECE
units required. Previous experience with children a must. Please
call 248-2464

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
28

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
LEGAL PROBLEMS? Law Offices of Pirrone & Pirrone. LLP
41
offers free consultations and discounted legal services to 43
COT
students 800 509 2703 questions@prronelaw
44
NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th St & St John. 115 45
46
N 4th Street 8125 408 286-2060
49
52
53
55
57
Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in 58
59
neat tau season Finish the course at your Own pace at home
Call Javed @ Jackson Hewitt Tax Service 408-813-6212
60
61
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS Visit vinvw go4freescholarship con,
62
and receive free scholarships.

OPPORTUNITIES

BEST PART-TIME GIG EVERIIII

GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units. Park like
HY101 & 280
grounds Patio Gated W&D hook up Close to
Rent start from $905 995 Tully Rd San Jose 294-6200
2 ROOMS 4 RENT SOUTH SAN JOSE Located at cross streets
ROOMS FOR RENT Beautifully remodeled rooms available on of Embee Dnve and Copco Lane The house - 1200 square
13th Street & Saint James Each room has a private entrance feet. has 3 bdrms. 2 baths. a Irg ham Room with a fireplace
& full bathroom All utilities included except phone/DSL There and Irg sunken living room Looking for a responsible student or
is a fully equipped community kitchen & coin-operated laundry professional. I can be reached at 408-623-2610
Deposit
1/3 utilities
facility onsrte. TV, minifridge & microwave included in each $500 per room (make an offer)
room Furnished & unfurnished available 6575-5600/month plus (negotiable)
monthly parking fee. Please contact Magda@408 279-6100 or Hot tub in backyard
Washer/Dryer in Garage
email’ magda@statewidere.com
Wireless High speed Speed Internet Access
SPOTLESS! 2 BORN/IBA APT. Pricing . Laundry 2 Blks So of
Big Screen projection TV with surround sound
SJSU $1000 408 559- 1356
Close to Light rail and IBM (Cottle Station) (408)623-2610
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSEt Housing for Amencan
& International Students!
An intercultural experience with
International Students. One Semester Contract Computer Lab.
of the
Study Room, & Student Kitchen Wireless Internet Access SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethniatres for our sperm
A safe, friendly
& home-like environment. Vanous cultural
programs. If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
donor
activities. Parking We are currently accepting applications. The
degree you can earn up to $900/mo. receive a free comprehensive
International House. 360 So. 11th Street. If you are interested or
health screening & help infertile couples. For More information or
have questions. call (408) 924- 6570
to apply online please visit VAVw.cryobankdonors corn

ROOMMATE WANTED

ACROSS
Laundry problem
Organic compound
Tousle
Drifter
Moth’s lure
Aspirin target
Circus prop
On-line feature
Mashed potato
Serving
Warms over
Unsuitable
Per
Lightweight toy
Moon position
Like suspense
novels
Dauntless
Witch-hunt locale
Hairy insect
Impose taxes
Free rides
Industrial giant
Want -ad letters
Sings gaily
Yonder
Reveals
Pours or sprinkles
Galley mover
Leaf’s rib
Bridge tower
Fix -d need (2 wds
Cate au
Furnish
Prices may do it
Otherwise
Archeology find
Dog in
’Beetle Bailey’
Cherished
Ruhr valley City
Swift

DOWN
1 Pipe down!
2 Broke
3 Orchestra member

111
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CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spares. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line.
The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three
lines is required. Deadline is 10:00AM. 2 weekdays prior to publication.

RADS ARE

MINIIIIILIMISERLDIELLAASIFIRLAU
if
DAYS:
I
2
4
5
RATE:
$6.00
$9.00
212.00
$15.00
$18.00
run IN( REARM $2 00 EACH AMMER MAI LINE AMR ME THIRD 1.INF PF.R AD
mars INCAFASES 8200 EACH ADDIDINAL DAY AMR THE nem DAV PER AD
WNW/ 1-11VE DANN ONLY AU
nos ARE PREPAID. NO REF% NIA ON cANt Elixir Atm
AIMITIoNAI. WORDS MAY RIButt D AT A CHARGS (*11W PER WORD

40.

EILQUENOCINSCaLarri
cOnaeCutive issues: 10% discount.

SJSUIITUDENTBATIL 10% discount. Ads must be placed in person in IAN 209 from
STUDENT 11) REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s individual ads onb
Nia intended for businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not

Ilium,,,Vol
Appn

Now Submit and Pay for your Clarrifeds OwIlee with the croweeleace as credit cord.
Question, on how to place your closellied? Cal 4464/243277

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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STABS
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9
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12
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24

2005 United ialtire Srnirale it

Apt total MO I
Blot out
Slow mover
Sticky goos
rd under
bird
"The One I
Love’ band
Fridge device
Stanford rival
Hit the malls
Equinox mo
Moderate
List detail
Highland attire

2265
27
28
29

33 Kimono
materials
36 Storyteller
ler
37 Remembers

GSirnormr Bcuarrielully
Utter chaos
Life boats
Norwegian
playwnght
30 Draws close
3i "Breathless"
star
32 Moldy cheese

39 Advance
40 Comet feature
42 Vandal
43 End a
shutdown
45 Sheer fabric
46 Begged
47 New England
campus
48 Hartman or
Bonet
49 Calendar ea
50 Modicum
5 1 Works on a
bobbin
53 Compass dd
54 Gal parts
56 Decay
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WANTED

ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT,
in San Jose Flex hours/ days, Monday-Saturday. Call Tiago@
408 295-0228. Send resume to lobs@esba org or fax to 408 2759858. 59.82414.50/ hour DOE.
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant. Toddler
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT positions available
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req. for Aide
positons. Excellent opportunity for Child Development mmors
Please call Cathy for an interview@247-6972 or fax resume to

CAMPUS CLUBS

$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group’s
time PLUS our free (yes free) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1,000-$3,000 in earnings for your group. Gait TODAY for up
DO YOU SPEAK MANDARIN? Seeking fluent speaker for care of
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
9-year old. Generous wages Must dnve. car provided
CampusFundraiser Contact CarnpusF undraiser (888) 923-3238
David 16501323-9436
or visit vetrAv campusfundraiser corn
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/HOST PT positions avail in
S’vale restaurant Flex hrs. $10.50 to start.
Call Wendy@733-9331
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69 00 per year Save 30%-60%
**AFTERSCHOOL NANNY/TUTOR We are looking for a nanny/ (includes cosmetic) For info call 1-800-655-3225 or
tutor for after school. Details Pick up from school, help with www studentdental corn or WWW goldenwestdental.corn
homework, take them to Karate, play games. Perfect for someone
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
who enjoys kids, is educated.
Expenenced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
energetic, & creative Hours are.
252.1108 or Evagarce@aotcorn
Mon 2:00 - 4 30 PM. Tues 200 - 5 30 PM, Wed Off, Thurs . 12 ESL is a specialty Grace@831
or visit www gracenotesediting corn
35 - 5-30 PM. Fri- 200 to 5 30 PM
Email dkasof@gmail corn
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair coloring
Was $5/ up Full set nails $15/ up Pedicure $13
JOBS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT. $400-$600/ wk. Career $15/ up
Manicure $8 Located @ 505 S 10th St Ste 205 (comer of
opportunities available Menlo Park Call Kelly (650) 462-1648
William 610th-upstairs). CALL (408) 993-2250

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

FOR
SALE

F.\x: 408-924-3282
classifiedgcasa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandailv.com

SITTERS WANTED $10 thOUR
Register FREE for Jobs at student-sitters corn

FOR RENT

VALLEJO AP) Authorities
are stymied in their investigation
into the murder of a psychologist because they can’t access his
patient records or appointment
book.
Ira Polonsky, 64. of Oakland,
was shot to death Nov. I in his
Vallejo office building.
Authorities don’t have a suspect. and confidentiality laws
are preventing them from fully
investigating.
Vallejo police
Sgt.
Vic
Massenkoff said Tuesday that
the law is acting as "a stumbling
block, and in fact, at this point
( investigators) are receiving very
limited information."
David Polonsky. one of Ira
Polonsky"s two sons, said he
was notified about the situation
Monday and was thinking about
hiring an attorney.
"We’re very frustrated about
Polonsky said. "Our first
thought is that the killer) was
a patient. ... It this w .is an auto
repair shop. they could look at
everything."
Police released a sketch of
the suspect Tuesday, but the
drawing only shows the gunman’s eyes, eyebrows and the
bridge of his nose through a ski
mask.

DBEI 209
PI IN: 408-924-3277

FOR SALE

PAGE 7

News in brief
from the Bay Area

The fashion show was produced in part
to draw attention to rampant counterfeiting of apparel in China. Tackling piracy
and copyright infringement has been one
of the themes of Schwarzenegger’s China
mission.
Some of the clothing designers, it seems.
didn’t get the memo.
Designer Max Ania. for one, said he
wasn’t bothered by seeing knockoffs of
his clothing lines. since the added exposure
gives him great publicity.
"I hope they will knock off me." he said.
Another designer. Chan Luu, who crafts
jewelry, scarves and other designer accessories, said counterfeiting was part of the cost
of doing business in the fashion world.
"I’m not too worried. It’s flattering." she
said.
The designers also insisted that.
beyond the splash and showiness of
Schwartenegger’s China tour, his presence
was an indisputable help to business leaders hoping to gain a foothold in the vast
nation.
Schwarzenegger, who took a heavy
drubbing last meek when siuters rejected his "year of reform" measures
in California’s special election. has
found some relief from his political
woes across the ocean, where he’s been
greeted as both curiosity and Hollywood
superstar.

PART-TIME RESEARCHER
Reliable and detail oriented individual to record information from
local courthouse Flexible hours Training provided. Excellent BED-QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC Mattress set New, still in plastic.
wage Please email your interest or resume to iobs@ncrcreddcorn warranty $175 (4081690-3331
or fax 10 408-360-0890
FULL MATTRESS SET New. still in plastic. Sacnfice- $150
GREAT PAYI NOW HIRING Sales position at Valley Fair. Hourly (408)690-3331

TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq foot apartment Walking
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities. Parking
Experience
indoor
pool.
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program,
with children a must Teaching expenence not required AM/ PM/ Secunty Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially
larger than others! $1195/ mo (408)947-0803
WE shifts available Email resume sdavis@avac.us
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a lob. we can help! Access
over 800 Job listings on spartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
online Job and internship bank) It’s easy. visit us at www careerce
nter stsu edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
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Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information Classified readers should be reminded that.
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods in
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate
all firms offenng employment listings in coupons for discount vacations or merchandise.
11/17/05
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MAMMOTH - Fossils currently at UC Berkeley
continued from page 1
Andersen said.
Kathy Kleinsteiber. a San Jose resident,
said, "I came to hear the lecture because I’m
interested in geology."
"I iient to see the mammoth when they were
digging it out." she said. "So when I saw the article in the (San Jose) Mercury News, I wanted
Ill COMC see the lecture."

Andersen said the local media coverage of
the fossils has been fantastic and credits a lot
of the publicity surrounding the fossils to the
SJSU Geology Club.
Sharon Terwilliger, a senior majoring in geology, said, "I thought it was interesting when
he presented before at a geology club gathering. I hadn’t really thought that there would be
mammoths or other prehistoric creatures in this
area."

University of California board
raises fees for 2006-07 year

DIANA DIROY

DAILY STAFF

Candles for peace ...
Karen Maleski, from a social justice peace organization called South Bay Mobilization, lights candles at San
Jose State University’s art quad on Wednesday evening. South Bay Mobilization, along with SJSU organization
Seeking Awareness for Global Engagement, sponsored a talk by Larry Everest called "The Bush Regime Does
Not Represent Americans" held in the Umunhum room of the Student Union on Wednesday.

Don’t be a Turkey

BERKELEY (AP)
University of
California regents voted Wednesday to raise
tees for the fifth straight year, although
i hey promised to roll back the hikes if the
legislature provides more money.
By a 17-2 vote. UC’s governing Board of
Regents approved the 2006-07 budget after
rejecting a proposal by House Speaker Fabian
Nunez, D-Los Angeles. to put off the increase
until January in an attempt to negotiate a better
funding deal.
"There’s a certain point in time where we
have to say on student fees, enough is enough."
said Nunei. is ho is also regent.
But othei regents said while they would
Welcome more money. it Was important to
’mike the decision floss to give students time
Iii plan.
The fee hike. 8 percent for undergraduates.
is part of a long-term funding agreement with
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger.
The increase will raise systemwide fees to

about $6,6(8). up nearly $500. The new total
will be about $7,300, including various campus fees.
Although they didn’t approve postponing
fees, regents did pass an amendment saying the
increases would be rescinded if more funding
comes through.
Earlier, students demonstrated their disgust with the hike by sporadically interrupting the meeting, chanting "Education not
corporation!" and, at one point, humming a
carnival theme while shouting at the board
that their meeting amounted to a "three-ring
circus.UC administrators noted the fees are lower than other major institutions nationwide,
and a third of the new fee revenue will be
funneled into financial aid.
Administrators also defended their agreement is ith the governor, noting it ended several years of deep cuts and brought predictability to budgeting.
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Gobble up lob leads on SpartaJOBS. the Career Center’s online Job and internship bank.
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Call backs on Sunday,
December 11th
Must be 18 years of age by
December 10, 2005
Register online at
www.sanjosesabercats.com
and click on the SaberCats
button, or call 408-573-5577,
to ask for an application
SEASON TICKETS &
GROUP TICKETS
are now on sale.
www.sanjosesabercats.com
for all the details.

